In this work we study global well-posedness and large time behaviour for a typical reaction-diffusion system, whose non-linearities arise from chemical reactions, and which include degenerate diffusion. We show that there is an indirect diffusion effect, i.e. an effective diffusion for the non-diffusive species which is incurred by a combination of diffusion from diffusive species and reversible reactions between the species. Deriving new estimates for such degenerate reaction-diffusion system, we show, by applying the entropy method, that the solution converges exponentially to equilibrium, and provide explicit convergence rates and associated constants.
obeying the reaction α 1 U 1 + · · · + α n U n k b ⇆ k f β 1 U 1 + · · · + β n U n with stoichiometric coefficients 1 α i , β i ∈ {0} ∪ [1, ∞) for i = 1, . . . , n, where k f > 0, k b > 0 are the reaction rate constants. By applying mass action kinetics, the above system is modelled by the following (reaction-diffusion) system for the concentration functions, u i (x, t), of the compound U i , which are non-negative functions defined in the domain of the problem, Ω ⊂ R N , and which satisfy a homogeneous Neumann boundary condition on the boundary of that domain:
. . , n, x ∈ Ω, t > 0 (1)
where {d i } i=1,...,n ≥ 0 are the diffusion coefficients, and ν(x) is the outward normal vector to ∂Ω at a given point x ∈ ∂Ω.
Clearly, the difficulty in analysing this system increases greatly with n and with the degree of the polynomial that appears on the right hand side of (1). It is not even clear to begin with, if there is a global solution to this system, though as most of the chemical reactions we view in real life do not end up in an explosion, we have a strong intuition that this is indeed the case (see [PS00] for an "artificial chemical reaction system" in which the solution blows up in finite time despite the dissipation of total mass). The issues one must face become more complicated when possible degeneracies in the diffusion of some of the compounds are considered. Such situations have been reported in several works, such as those modelling optical sensors or biosensors (see e.g. [BIK09, JJMS96, MGM98] ). However, one can intuitively guess that due to the interactions between the concentration, governed by the chemical reactions, an effect of indirect diffusion will be observed, i.e. that concentration that does not have self diffusion will nonetheless exhibit diffusive like behaviour. Showing that such an intuition is indeed correct, at least as it manifests itself in the question of convergence to equilibrium, is the goal of this presented work.
1.2. The setting of the problem. In our work we will focus on a specific type of reactiondiffusion equation of the form (1) with n = 4 and α 1 = α 2 = β 3 = β 4 = 1, α 3 = α 4 = β 1 = β 2 = 0, meaning that the compounds U 1 and U 2 completely change to U 3 and U 4 , and vice versa:
(3)
As our focus in this work is on the indirect diffusion effect, we will assume for simplicity that the reaction rate constants are both one, i.e. k f = k b = 1. This simplification should bear no real impact on our result. In this case, the reaction-diffusion system with full diffusion, i.e. d i > 0 for i = 1, . . . , 4, reads as          ∂ t u 1 − d 1 ∆u 1 = −u 1 u 2 + u 3 u 4 , x ∈ Ω, t > 0, ∂ t u 2 − d 2 ∆u 2 = −u 1 u 2 + u 3 u 4 , x ∈ Ω, t > 0, ∂ t u 3 − d 3 ∆u 3 = +u 1 u 2 − u 3 u 4 , x ∈ Ω, t > 0, ∂ t u 4 − d 4 ∆u 4 = +u 1 u 2 − u 3 u 4 , x ∈ Ω, t > 0,
together with the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions ∇u i · ν = 0, for all i = 1, . . . , 4 and x ∈ ∂Ω, t > 0,
and non-negative initial data u i (x, 0) = u i,0 (x) ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 4, x ∈ Ω.
The key feature of the system we will focus on, is the fact that one of the compounds, say U 4 without loss of generality, will have no self diffusion. That means that, we shall study the well-posedness and large time behaviour of the following system
subject to homogeneous Neumann boundary condition (5) only for i = 1, 2, 3 and initial data (6). Thanks to the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, one can observe that (4) (and also (7)), possesses, at least formally, the following conservation laws Ω (u i (x, t) + u j (x, t))dx = M ij := Ω (u i,0 (x) + u j,0 (x))dx, ∀ t ≥ 0,
for i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4. This means that no single mass is conserved, but some combinations of them do. This phenomena is not surprising, as the chemical reactions in the systems move one compound to another. We would also remark that exactly three of the four laws in (8) are linearly independent, and these laws allow us to uniquely identify a unique positive equilibrium which balances the reaction (3). Intuitively speaking we have two competing long term behaviours of (4), corresponding to two processes:
• The diffusion attempts to distribute the compound evenly on Ω, i.e. it tries to push {u i (x, t)} i=1,...,4 to become constants; • The chemical reaction, on the other side, tries to push the compound to the point where the reaction is balanced, i.e u 1 (x, t)u 2 (x, t) = u 3 (x, t)u 4 (x, t).
Only the combination of these two processes can drive the system (4) towards to unique chemical equilibrium. Together with the aforementioned conservation laws, we expect that an equilibrium, if it exists, will be of the form u ∞ = (u i,∞ ) i=1,...,4 ∈ (0, ∞) 4 , such that: 
where the values M ij are defined in (8).
Despite a large amount of work dealing with large time behaviour of system with full diffusion (4) (or in larger generality), to our knowledge there has been none so far that has dealt with degenerate systems of the form (7) . The main aims in this paper are to show global existence of strong solutions to these degenerate reaction-diffusion systems, and to find a quantitative exponential convergence to equilibrium.
1.3. The current state of the art. The study of reaction-diffusion systems is a classical topic (see, for instance, [Rot84] ), yet it still poses a lot of challenging open questions. One example, concerning the systems of the form (1), is the global well-posedness of the system when the non-linearities of the system have super quadratic growth. We refer the interested reader to the extensive review [Pie10] . The case of a quadratic system with full diffusion, (4), has been investigated extensively: In [GV10] , it was shown that when N ≤ 2, (4) has a unique global strong solution. Remaining still in two dimensions, this strong solution has later been shown to be uniformly bounded in time in [CDF14, PSY19] . In higher dimensions, i.e. N ≥ 3, [DFPV07] showed the global existence of a weak solution, but the uniqueness remains open. In the 2014 work [CDF14] , it was shown that conditional global strong solutions for N ≥ 3 can be obtained if the diffusion coefficients are "close enough". Recently, in three parallel studies [CGV19] , [Sou18] and [FMT19] , the system (4) was shown to have a unique global strong solution in all dimensions.
The investigation of the long time behaviour of these systems has also bore fruit. The trend to equilibrium for (4) was first studied in one dimension in [DF08] using the so-called entropy method (which we will explain shortly). When dealing with higher dimension, the work [CDF14] have shown that under certain conditions (such as the "closeness" of diffusion coefficients) one can again recover some relaxation information. Most notably, in the recent work [FMT19] , the authors have shown that the global strong solution, which they have proven to exist, converges exponentially fast to equilibrium in L ∞ (Ω)-norm. We would also like to mention the work [GZ10] , where the author treated (3) with a probabilistic approach (and not entropic methodology). Due to the global existence and bounds found in [FMT19] , the question of large time behaviour of (4) in all dimensions is now settled. This can be summed in the following theorem. Theorem 1. [FMT19] Assume that Ω ⊂ R N , with N ≥ 1, is a bounded domain with smooth boundary 2 , and let the diffusion coefficients, d i , i = 1, . . . , 4 in (4), be positive. Then for any bounded, non-negative initial data, u 0 = (u i,0 ) i=1,...,4 , there exists a unique global strong solution to (4) which converges exponentially to the equilibrium u ∞ defined in (9), in L ∞ (Ω)-
where K 1 , λ 1 > 0 are given explicitly, and depend only on Ω, {d i } i=1,...,4 , the initial masses
The interested reader can find the most recent advances in the study of the trend to equilibrium in general chemical reaction-diffusion systems (with full diffusion) in [MHM15, FT17, DFT17, FT18, Mie16, MM18] .
Needless to say, the analysis of the degenerate system (7) is much less satisfactory. The first work studying global existence of (7) is [DFPV07] in which the a global weak solution was shown in all dimensions. Global strong solutions in one and two dimensions were then shown in [DF15] and [CDF14] respectively. In higher dimensions, global strong solutions were also obtained in [DF15] under an additional condition that the diffusion coefficients are close to each other.
The convergence to equilibrium for the degenerate system (7) is, on the other hand, completely open, as far as we know. As the large time behaviour of the reversible reaction (3) is the combination of diffusion and chemical reactions, the presence of diffusion in all species plays an important role in the commonly used entropy method, with which a convergence to equilibrium is sought. When some diffusion is missing, things become much more involved. In some preliminary works which treated special systems of two species, see, for instance, [DF07] or [FLT18] , the authors utilised a phenomenon, which they called indirect diffusion effect, to get convergence to equilibrium using the entropy method. Roughly speaking, the idea behind this phenomenon is that a combination of reversible reactions and diffusion of diffusive species lead to some "diffusion effect" for the non-diffusive species. While this intuition is natural, showing it quantitatively in the form of a functional inequality, which is the heart of the entropy method, turns out to quite complicated in most cases (for the simple linear case, we refer the reader to [FPT17] ). It is worth mentioning, as it will play a role in our investigation as well, that in both [DF07] and [FLT18] , the uniform-in-time bounds of L ∞ (Ω)-norm of solutions are essential.
In this paper, we push forward the theory of indirect diffusion effects by investigating the degenerate system (7). We study the well-posdeness of the system and find suitable estimates for the solution which, while weaker than a uniform L ∞ (Ω) bound, will suffice for our application of the entropy method. Remarkably, once these estimates are found, and the entropy method is successfully applied to obtain convergence to equilibrium, we are able to use our explicit convergence to revisit our estimates on the solutions to (4) and improve them up to a uniform L ∞ (Ω) bound, which will then improve the convergence rate of the entropy method, and yield an exponential convergence.
1.4. Main results and key ideas. The main results of this paper are the following two theorems.
Theorem 2 (N = 1, 2). Let N = 1, 2 and let Ω be a bounded domain of R N with smooth boundary, ∂Ω. Then for any smooth 3 , non-negative initial data {u i,0 (x)} i=1,...,4 that satisfies the compatibility condition, (7) has a unique, classical, global non-negative, bounded solution {u i } i=1,...,4 which satisfies the exponential convergence to equilibrium where K 2 > 0 and λ 2 > 0 are explicit constants depending only on N, Ω, the initial masses M ij , and the diffusion coefficients d 1 , d 2 and d 3 . Here u ∞ is the unique positive equilibrium determined by the equilibrium system (9).
Theorem 3 (N ≥ 3). Let N ≥ 3 and let Ω be a bounded domain of R N with smooth boundary, ∂Ω. There exists an explicit δ > 0 such that if
then for any smooth, non-negative initial data {u i,0 (x)} i=1,...,4 that satisfies the compatibility condition, (7) has a unique, classical, global non-negative, bounded solution {u i } i=1,...,4 which satisfies the exponential convergence to equilibrium
where K 3 > 0 and λ 3 > 0 are explicit constants depending only on δ, N, Ω, the initial masses M ij , and the diffusion coefficients d 1 , d 2 and d 3 . Here u ∞ is the unique positive equilibrium determined by the equilibrium system (9).
Remark 1. Condition (10) means that either d 1 and d 3 or d 2 and d 3 are "close" to each other. As was mentioned, the constant δ can in fact be quantified, and chosen to be
, and where C mr,p ′ 0 is the optimal constant in the maximal regularity for a linear parabolic equation (see Lemma 8). Note that in fact we have here a family of potential constants, corresponding to p ′ 0 and C mr,p ′ 0 , and we only need to find one such constant, for which condition (10) is satisfied.
Remark 2. We remark that the smoothness assumption of initial data in Theorems 2 and 3, and consequently their compatibility condition, is stated for simplicity, since it is needed for classical solutions. The proofs of the results on boundedness and exponential convergence to equilibrium of these theorems can in fact be generalised to strong solutions, which can be obtained under only bounded initial data.
Let us briefly sketch the ideas we use to prove Theorems 2 and 3. The global existence of bounded solutions to (7) will be shown by duality arguments. More precisely, when N = 1, 2 or when N ≥ 3 and the required conditions are satisfied, a duality estimate will show that u i ∈ L p (Ω × (0, T )) for i = 1, 2, 3, and some p > N +2 2 . These estimates are enough to begin a bootstrap process that will end up with u i ∈ L ∞ (Ω × (0, T )) for i = 1, 2, 3 and T > 0 fixed, which in turn will imply that u 4 ∈ L ∞ (Ω × (0, T )). These results are not surprising, as a similar methodology was used in [CDF14] and [DF15] in the case of one and two dimensions.
To consider convergence to equilibrium that is given by the system (9), we need to find a "distance" under which the solution converges as time goes to infinity. This aforementioned "distance" needs not be a norm or a metric, but a non-negative functional that behaves well under the flow of the equations and will be zero only when the solution is at equilibrium. This situation is very common in many physically/chemically motivated systems. In practice what we do is to look for a functional for the equation, H(u|u ∞ ), which we call the entropy or the relative entropy, such that
• H(u|u ∞ ) ≥ 0, and H(u|u ∞ ) = 0 with u satisfying all the conservation laws if and
H is a Lyapunov functional for the system). To find the rate of convergence for the entropy we employ the so-called entropy method. Defining the entropy production of H by the functional that formally satisfies
we forget that D is connected to H via the system, and attempt to find a functional inequality that connects H and D, of the form
for a suitable function Ψ. Once such an inequality has been obtained, we recall that under the flow of the equations, D is minus the derivative of H, and the above functional inequality becomes a differential inequality which, under some conditions on Ψ, yields a quantitative rate of convergence to equilibrium. The case Ψ(y) = Cy, which one hopes to get in many physically relevant equations, yields an exponential rate of convergence. An entropy that seems to be appropriate in numerous setting is the so-called Boltzmann entropy:
where ϕ(x) = x log x − x + 1. Unsurprisingly, this entropy will be our choice for the entropy of the system (7). More precisely, the relative entropy for (7) (and also for (4)) is
A simple calculation (formal in general, but exact when the functions are smooth enough) shows that the entropy production under (7) is given by
where as under (4) it is given by
The first sum in D(u) (or in D full (u)) corresponds to the diffusion of the system, while the second term corresponds to the reversible reaction 3. If all diffusion coefficients are present (i.e. we deal with (4)), it can be shown that
for some λ > 0, which gives an exponential convergence (see e.g. [FT17] or [DFT17] ). The degenerate case, however, is more delicate.
A particular case of only two substances were considered in [DF08] and [FLT18] , where the authors assumed a reversible reaction of the form αS 1 ⇆ βS 2 , α, β ≥ 1, with either S 1 or S 2 lacking self diffusion. To employ the entropy method, these works utilised the socalled indirect diffusion effect. Roughly speaking, a combination of diffusion from diffusive species and the reversible reaction leads to some diffusion effect on the non-diffusive species. To successfully show this phenomena, the proofs in [DF08] or [FLT18] essentially used a uniform-in-time L ∞ (Ω) bound of the solution. Mimicking this strategy, one would like to show for the system considered in this paper that 4
assuming that the solution is uniformly bounded in time in L ∞ (Ω)-norm. Unfortunately, as the system (7) has degenerate diffusion, it is unclear how to a-priori obtain uniform-in-time L ∞ (Ω) bounds. Nevertheless, we will be able to show that
and
with some C > 0, 0 < α < 1 and q which is dimension dependent. This will motivate us to (successfully) seek a modified version of (12), in which the constant β is replaced by a function that might depend on the L q (Ω) norm of the solution, i.e.
Finding such inequality, and using the assistance of the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality, we will be able to show that along the flow of (7) we have that
for an explicit non-negative function λ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) which satisfies λ(t) ≤ C ε (1+t) 1−α−ε for any 0 < ε < 1 − α. This will result in a stretched exponential convergence for the relative entropy, i.e. H(u(t)|u ∞ ) ≤ H(u 0 |u ∞ )e −C 1,ε t 1−α−ε . While one can stop at this point, the known Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker inequality (see Lemma 18) implies that the stretched exponential convergence of the relative entropy passes to the L 1 (Ω) norm of the solution. This fact allows us to interpolate stretched exponential convergence in L 1 (Ω) norm, algebraic growth in L ∞ (Ω) norm and smoothing effect of the heat operator, to obtain stretched exponential convergence in L ∞ (Ω) norm for u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , which will then be transferred to u 4 as well. With these newly found bounds we will be able to return to (15) and to obtain an inequality of the form (12). At this point, similar arguments as in [DF08] and [FLT18] will yield the desired exponential convergence. We find this interaction between a-priori bounds and entropic convergence both beautiful and extremely revealing. 4 Notice that, when the diffusion of u 4 is present, then from the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality
. Therefore, (12) can be seen as some "diffusion behaviour" of u 4 .
Structure of the paper. As the study of well-posedness and a-priori bounds of (7) and the entropy method are, at least at the first iteration, disjoint, we begin with exploring the entropy method and the manifestation of the indirect diffusion phenomena in it in Section 2. In Section 3 we will delve into our reaction-diffusion system and first show the well-posedness of (7), followed by the estimates that are needed to be able to apply the functional inequality from the previous section. Besides their usage in our current study of the long time behaviour of the solutions, we find these estimates to be interesting in their own right. In the next section, Section 4, we explore the intimate interaction between the entropy and the previously found norm bounds on the solution to improve our initial estimates significantly, and achieve our main theorems. Lastly, in Section 5 we will discuss what we believe will be a natural path to continue this line of research, and potential extensions to our work.
Notation. In this paper, we regularly use the following notation.
• For any 0 ≤ τ < T ,
When τ = 0, we write simply Ω T for Ω 0,T . • For any function f : Ω → R we denote by
its spatial average. • C T always denotes a general constant which depends at most algebraically in the time horizon T > 0. • We often write C(α, β, γ, . . .) for a generic constant that depends on the arguments α, β, γ, etc, but not on the time horizon T > 0.
Indirect diffusion effect and the entropy method
This section is divided into two parts: In subsection 2.1 we prove the functional inequality that quantifies the indirect diffusion effect that we have mentioned before, and in subsection 2.2 we show how one can utilise this inequality to obtain convergence to equilibrium to our system (7), under the assumption on the growth in time of relevant norms.
2.1. The entropic inequalities. In this subsection we will focus solely on the functional inequality between the entropy (defined in Section 1)
and its production
The first term in this expression is the known Fisher information, which is commonly associated with the entropy method and the Boltzmann entropy, while the second term is connected to the chemical reaction and is always non-negative. This second term will be invaluable to get the "indirect diffusion" effect, we have discussed in Section 1. Our main theorem for this section is the following:
we find that
when N ≥ 3, 1 + γ for an abitrary fixed γ > 0 when N = 2, 1 when N = 1, and the constant K 1 depends only on the domain Ω, the dimension N, the diffusion coefficients d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , the initial masses M 13 , M 23 , M 14 , and in the case where N = 2, it also depends on γ > 0.
The proof of this Theorem is involved and is therefore divided to several lemmas. In what follows we will denote by U i = √ u i , i = 1, . . . , 4, and notice that
One ingredient to prove Theorem 4 is the following Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality:
Lemma 1. (Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality) There exists a constant 0 < C Ω,q < ∞ depending on the domain Ω and q such that
Naturally, when q = ∞, the constant C Ω,q depends only on Ω.
Proof. Inequality (19) is the result of the Sobolev embedding theorem, and the Poincaré inequality
(see, for instance, [Eva98] ). The case N = 2 (and p = 2) is a bit more delicate, as it is the critical case. However, as Ω is bounded we have that H 1 (Ω) ⊂ W 1,η (Ω) for any 1 ≤ η < 2, and as such the choice η = 2q q+2 , together with the Sobolev embedding and the Poincaré inequality, yield the desired result.
(20)
Note that D(U ), and consequently D(u), is understood to be +∞ when U i is not in H 1 (Ω) for some i = 1, 2, 3.
. The connection between the L 2 norm of ∇U i and the Fisher information of u i completes the proof.
The next series of Lemmas will express the "indirect diffusion" phenomenon we keep mentioning.
Proof. By applying Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality from Lemma 1, we have
where
We consider the zero average functions
with whom we can rewrite
From this point onwards we will estimate the above expressions with respect to the "smallness" of δ i , and analyse possible cases. We start with a few simple estimates on {δ i } i=1,...,4 . From (17), and the non-negative of all
|Ω| we see that for all i = 1, . . . , 4,
Next, for a given ε > 0, to be chosen shortly (see (32)) we consider the following two cases:
(23)
where we have used the inequality (a − b) 2 ≥ a 2 2 − b 2 . Using the facts that (a + b + c + d) 2 ≤ 4 (a 2 + b 2 + c 2 + d 2 ) and U i 2 ≤ M/ |Ω|, we find that
Using Hölder's inequality we see that
Similarly,
Combining (24), (25), (26) and (27), we see that
With this at hand, we see that for any η ∈ (0, 1] we have that
Thus, choosing
We now aim to estimate the right hand side of (30). This will involve two sub-cases, regarding the size of U 3 .
Sub-case
Then, motivated by the connection
As such
On the other hand
and we are in Case II, we see that
. With that, and using again the facts that
Therefore, if we choose
Much like in Case I, this uniform bound and the fact that
It is important to note that this is the only case/sub-case where an explicit ε was needed. All other cases are valid for any ε > 0.
Combining (22), (23), (30), (31) and (33) we have
where ε is in (32) and η is in (29). Therefore, the desired estimate (21) follows immediately with a suitable explicit constant K 2 > 0.
Lemma 4 (N = 2). Let {u i } i=1,...,4 be non-negative functions on Ω ⊂ R 2 . Then for any γ > 0, there exists an explicit K 3,γ > 0, depending only on γ,
Proof. The proof of this lemma is almost identical to that of Lemma 3, with a few small changes, which we will clarify here.
Using the two dimensional version of the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality from Lemma 1, we conclude that for any γ > 0 and i = 1, 2, 3,
which implies that D(U ) from the previous proof can be changed to
and we obtain
we see that estimate (23) in Case
. Turning our attention to (25), (26) and (27), we see that
and similarly
.
Also
,
From this point onwards the proof is identical, with N 2 replaced by 1 + γ, and as such we omit it.
Lemma 5 (N = 1). Let {u i } i=1,...,4 be non-negative functions on a bounded, open interval Ω ⊂ R. Then there exists an explicit K 4 > 0, depending only on Ω, d,
Proof. Much like the Proof of Lemma 4, the proof of this lemma is based on the proof of Lemma 3, with appropriate modification due to improved embedding of the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality. In the one dimensional setting, it equates to the embedding H 1 (Ω) ֒→ L ∞ (Ω). Again, we only show the required changes in our appropriate estimates. As was mentioned, the Poincaré-Wirtinger inequality in N = 1 reads as
giving us the modified production
, Case I is again secured. The estimates (25), (26) and (27) become
, From this point onwards the proof is again exactly as in Lemma 3, though there is no longer dependency in {u i } i=1,...,4 , which is why K 4 is a fixed constant that depends only on the masses M 1,3 , M 2,4 and M 1,4 .
We now have the tools to prove our desired functional inequality.
Proof of Theorem 4. We start by considering the function
we see that we can find a uniform constant, C > 0, such that Φ(x, y) ≤ C max 1, log x y . Thus, we have that
Using
where at the last step we used the fact that
(37) From Lemmas 3, 4 and 5, we know that we can find a constant K 5 such that
where q = N 2 when N ≥ 3, q = 1 + γ for an arbitrary γ > 0 when N = 2, and
when N = 1. Using the above with the definition of D(u), Lemma 2 and the Poincaré inequality
, we see that we can find an appropriate constant K 6 that depends only on Ω and the diffusion coefficients, such that
Using the estimate
which was shown in greater generality in [FLT19, estimate (61) in Section 4], we can now combine (37), (38), (39) and (40) to conclude (18) and finish the proof of Theorem 4.
2.2.
Conditional convergence to equilibrium. The previous subsection was dedicated to finding the functional inequality that governs the entropy method, applied to our system of equations. In this short subsection we will show how we can use this inequality to obtain quantitative decay to zero of the relative entropy, under the assumption that the solutions to (7) have a certain growth for appropriately relevant norms, appearing in Theorem 4. Showing such estimates will be the focus on the our next Section, where we will study the global wellposedness for (7). We have elected to leave this short subsection relatively general, to both emphasise the generality of the method and to allow for future progress in bounds of our system (7) to have an immediate consequence in the question of convergence to equilibrium.
Our only theorem for this subsection is
Theorem 5.
Let Ω be a bounded domain of R N , N ≥ 1, with smooth boundary, ∂Ω, and let {u i (t)} i=1,...,4 be a classical solution for the system of equations (7). Assume that there exist constants µ ≥ 0, 0 ≤ α < 1, and C µ,α > 0 such that
when N ≥ 3, 1 + γ for some γ > 0 when N = 2, 1 when N = 1. Then for any ε > 0 with α + ε < 1 we have
we have the full exponential convergence
for some λ 0 > 0. In both cases the constants that govern the convergence are explicit, and depend only on the domain Ω, the dimension N, the diffusion coefficients d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , the initial masses M 13 , M 23 , M 14 , and in the case where N = 2, also on γ > 0.
Proof. From (41) we have
for some K depending on K 1 , C µ,α , µ, and ε > 0. As K 1 depends only on parameters of the problem, and conserved quantities, we conclude that K is a constant that is independent of time, and as such
In the case where µ = 0 we have for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞,
and as such Theorem 4 ensures us that
Global existence of solutions
Now that we have concluded our investigation of the entropy method, we turn our attention to the systematic study of (7): the existence of global bounded solutions to it, and time estimates on appropriately relevant norms.
Let us consider our system of equations more closely: the first three equations, which describe the evolution of {u i } i=1,...,3 , include diffusion. As such, if the reaction relents in the end, one expects that the solutions to such equations would remain bounded uniformly in time. The last equation, for u 4 , is more of an ODE in its nature than a full blown PDE, and can provide us with no further regularity on the solution than the initial datum gives. Moreover, the non-negativity of the solutions implies
which tells us that, even when u 1 and u 2 are uniformly bounded in time, u 4 might grow linearly with t.
The above considerations are, unfortunately, more of an intuition than an actual fact. In fact, since potential growth of u 4 can considerably affect {u i } i=1,...,3 , we cannot achieve the desired uniform bound of L ∞ (Ω) norm on them so readily. Interestingly, we are able to achieve such a uniform bound on u 3 , and additionally we can estimate the growth in time for the L p (Ω) norm of u 1 and u 2 , for any 1 < p < ∞. These results are expressed in the next two propositions, which are the main results of this section.
Proposition 1 (N = 1, 2). Consider a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R N , N = 1, 2 with smooth boundary, ∂Ω. Then, for any non-negative and smooth initial data u 0 that satisfies the compatibility condition, (7) has a unique classical global solution which satisfies
44) for some explicit C > 0 and µ ≥ 0. Moreover, for any 0 < ε < µ, there exist explicit γ > 0 and C γ,ε > 0 such that
for all t ≥ 0. All constants here depend only on the parameters of the problem and the initial datum.
Proposition 2 (N ≥ 3). Consider a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R N , N ≥ 3 with smooth boundary, ∂Ω. Assume moreover that
with i = 1 or i = 2, and p ′ 0 > 1 such that
where C mr,p ′ 0 is a fixed constant that relates to the maximal regularity of the heat equation (see Lemma 8). Then, for any non-negative and smooth initial data u 0 that satisfies the compatibility condition, (7) has a unique classical global solution which satisfies
and, there exist explicit constants µ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ α < 1 such that
All constants here depend only on the parameters of the problem and the initial datum.
The rest of this section is organised as follow: in subsection 3.1 we provide some auxiliary results which we will use in subsequent subsections. Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 will be devoted to proving Propositions 2 and 1 respectively.
Finally, we recall that we always denote by C T a generic constant depending at most algebraically in the time horizon T > 0, which can be different from line to line (or even in the same line).
3.1. Auxiliary results. We emphasise that all results of this subsection are valid for all N ≥ 1. Lemma 6. Let d > 0, T > 0 and f ∈ L p (Ω T ) for 1 < p < ∞. Assume, in addition, that f L p (Ω T ) ≤ C T and let u be the solution the heat equation
with initial datum u 0 ∈ L ∞ (Ω).
(i) If p < (N + 2)/2, then
(ii) If p = (N + 2)/2, then
Proof. The proofs of part (i) and (ii) can be found in [CDF14, Lemma 3.3], while part (iii) is proved in [Tan18, Lemma 4.6].
The following lemma is in the same spirit with Lemma 6 but on any time interval (τ, T ), which will be useful in studying the uniform boundedness of solutions.
x ∈ Ω.
(51)
Then ψ(x, t) ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω τ,T . Moreover, we have the following estimates.
Proof. At the first glance, equation (51) looks like a backward heat equation. However, defining ψ(x, t) = ψ(x, T + τ − t), we see that ψ solves the usual heat equation
where θ(x, t) = θ(x, T + τ − t). Since θ ≥ 0, the non-negativity of ψ, and hence of ψ, follows from the maximum principle. By the maximal regularity principle for the heat equation, see [LSU88] , we have ψ
where W
(2,1) p,Ω τ,T is the Banach space equipped with the norm
Using the embedding W
we obtain the desired estimates for ψ.
The following lemmas are necessary for the improved duality method.
Lemma 8. Let 0 ≤ τ < T and θ ∈ L p (Ω τ,T ) for some 1 < p < ∞. Let ψ be the solution to the equation
Then there exists an optimal constant C mr,p depending only on p, the domain Ω, and the dimension N such that the following maximal regularity holds
Proof. The proof for the regular heat equation can be found in [Lam87, Theorem 1], and in the same manner we have shown the validity of the previous lemma (by defining ψ), the result follows.
Lemma 9. Let d > 0, 0 ≤ τ < T and θ ∈ L p (Ω τ,T ) for some 1 < p < ∞. Let ψ be the solution to (50). Then
where C mr,p is the constant in (56).
where θ(x, t) = θ(x, t/d). From Lemma 8, we have
Making the change of variable s = t/d yields
Lemma 10. Let {a n } n∈N be a non-negative sequence. Define N = {n ∈ N : a n−1 ≤ a n }. If there exists a constant C independent of n such that a n ≤ C for all n ∈ N, then a n ≤ max{a 0 ; C} for all n ∈ N.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is straightforward. We merely mentioned it explicitly as we will use it several times.
Lemma 11 (A Gronwall-type inequality). Assume that y(t) is a non-negative function that satisfies y ′ (t) ≤ β(t) + κy(t) 1−r , ∀t > 0, for κ > 0, r ∈ (0, 1), and a non-negative function β(t). Then
where the constant C depends only on κ and r.
Proof. Using Young's inequality, we find that for any given δ > 0,
It then follows that
which implies that, which finishes the proof.
3.2.
Proof of Proposition 2. The first step in obtaining a proof for Proposition 2 is an improved duality lemma.
Lemma 12. Assume that condition (46) is satisfied. Then, any classical solution to (7) on (46), and the constant C T depends on the initial data {u i,0 } i=1,...,3 and grows at most algebraically in T .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that (46) holds for i = 1. Fix 0 ≤ θ ∈ L p ′ 0 (Ω T ) and let ψ be the solution to (51) with τ = 0, and d = d 1 +d 3 2 . Thanks to Lemma 9 we know that
Using integration by parts together with the fact that
where the last inequality followed from (59). Since ψ also satisfies
, where we used (59) again, we find that
, and as such
. Inserting this into (61), and using duality we obtain
. Thus, since (46) is valid, we have that
Since u 1 and u 3 are non-negative, this estimate also holds for u 1 and u 3 individually. To deal with u 2 we remember that (7) implies that
and therefore, using [QS07, Lemma 33.3, page 291], we find that
which completes the proof.
Proposition 3. Assume the quasi-uniform condition (46) for the diffusion coefficients holds. Given any smooth, bounded, and non-negative initial data that satisfies the compatibility condition, (7) admits a unique classical global, bounded solution which obeys the estimate (48).
Proof. To begin with we notice that since the non-linearities on the right hand side of (7) are locally Lipschitz, the local existence of a classical bounded solution on a maximal interval (0, T max ) is a classical result (see, [Ama85] ). Furthermore, as the non-linearities are quasipositive, that is f i (u) ≥ 0 as long as u ∈ R 4 + and u i = 0, we know that if the initial data is non-negative, then when a solution exists it must also be non-negative (see e.g. [Pie10] ).
then T max = ∞, and the solution is in fact global. From Lemma 12 we have that for all
where C T grows at most algebraically in T , and p 0 =
We will use that together with our system of PDEs to bootstrap our norm estimate until we reach L ∞ .
The non-negativity of the solution implies that
Moreover, since u 1 u 2 ∈ L p 0 2 (Ω T ) we can use the comparison principle for the heat equation (see, for instance, [Pao12, Theorem 2.2.1]) and the maximal regularity from Lemma 6 to conclude that
N +2−p 0 if N + 2 > p 0 and p 1 = +∞ otherwise, where above means that for any
Using the fact that
and applying [QS07, Lemma 33.3] again, we conclude, due to (63), that
If p 1 = +∞, we stop here. Else we repeat this process and construct a sequence {p n } n≥0 such that
and u i L pn− (Ω T ) ≤ C T for i = 1, 2, 3 and n ≥ 1.
We claim that since p 0 > N +2 2 , there must exists n 0 ≥ 1 such that p n 0 ≥ N + 2. Indeed, assume that p n < N + 2 for all n ≥ 1. Then by definition, we have that p n+1 p n = N + 2 2(N + 2 − p n ) .
which will be shown to be greater or equals to 1. Since p 0 > N +2 2 we have that
Continuing by induction we assume that pn p n−1 > 1 and conclude that p n+1 p n = N + 2 2(N + 2 − p n ) > N + 2 2(N + 2 − p n−1 ) = p n p n−1 > 1.
Thus, {p n } n∈N is increasing and satisfies
This implies that {p n } n∈N converges to a finite limit p > p 0 , who must satisfy
which is, of course, impossible. We have thus found n 0 ≥ 1 such that p n 0 ≥ N + 2. Applying Lemma 6 one more time to
now for u 1 u 2 ∈ L pn 0 2 (Ω T ) and
Consequently, like before,
Looking at (64), with the above knowledge, we use the comparison principle and Lemma 6 again, this time with any q 0 > N + 2, to conclude that
To obtain boundedness of u 1 , u 2 and u 4 we first observe that
which implies for any 1 ≤ q < ∞,
Together with (65) we find that u 3 u 4 ∈ L q (Ω T ) for any 1 ≤ q < ∞, with a time bound that grows at most algebraically in T (and depends on q). Since
we use the comparison principle and Lemma 6 to see that
Lastly, the above, together with (66), imply that
and we can conclude that (62) is satisfied, completing the proof.
To fully show Proposition 3, we now turn our attention to prove the norm estimates (47) and (49). The key idea we will employ to show these estimates is to study the system (7) on cylinders Ω τ,τ +1 with τ ∈ R + , and to find corresponding estimates uniformly in τ . In what follows we will always assume that {u i } i=1,...,4 are classical solutions to our system of equations, and will write our lemmas more succinctly.
Lemma 13. Assume that (46) holds for i 0 ∈ {1, 2}. Then
where the constant C 0 depends only on p ′ 0 , the diffusion coefficients d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , the domain Ω, the initial masses M ij , and
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that (46) holds for i 0 = 1. For any 0 ≤ θ ∈ L p ′ 0 (Ω τ,τ +2 ) we set ψ θ to be the solution of (51) with final time T := τ +2, diffusion coefficient d = d 1 +d 3 2 and inhomogeneous source −θ. From Lemma 9 we know that
Lemma 7, and the fact that
assures us that for any q <
where the constant C(p ′ 0 , d, Ω) in the above is independent of τ . Let ϕ(s) be a C ∞ (R) function such that ϕ(0) = 0, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1 and ϕ| [1,∞) ≡ 1. Defining the function ϕ τ (s) = ϕ (s + τ ) we notice that u(x, t) ) Using the fact that ψ θ (x, τ + 2) = 0 and ϕ τ (τ )u 1 (x, τ ) = 0 we see that by integration by parts u(x, t) )) dxdt
Summing these two equalities, and using the non-negativity of the solutions together with the choice d = d 1 +d 3 2 , yields
Using Hölder's inequality together with (68) we find that
To estimate I, we pick some 1 < q ′ < p 0 such that its Hölder conjugate, q = q ′ q ′ −1 , satisfies
This is possible since q ′ < p 0 if and only if p ′ 0 < q, and as p ′ 0 <
, we can easily choose q between them. Using Lemma 7 again, we find that
, and as such, using the fact that ϕ ′ τ | [τ +1,τ +2] = 0 and |ϕ ′ τ | ≤ C,
Since 1 < q ′ < p 0 , we know that for 0 < α < 1 such that 1
which, together with (72), yield the estimate
where we have used the non-negativity of the solutions, and the mass conservation property again. By inserting (71) and (73) into (70) we obtain
with C > 0 depending only on p ′ 0 , d, Ω and M 1 (0) + M 3 (0). As θ was arbitrary, we conclude that
which translates to
thanks to (46).
To show the uniform in τ boundedness of u 1 + u 3 L p 0 (Ω τ,τ +1 ) it will be enough to show the boundedness of the sequence a n = u 1 + u 3 L p 0 (Ω n,n+1 )
where n ∈ N ∪ {0}, as
We start by noticing that (74), the fact that ϕ τ | [τ +1,τ +2] ≡ 1, and the fact that ϕ τ , u 1 and u 3 are non-negative, imply that
Thus if a n ≤ a n+1 we must have that a n ≤ Ca 1−α n , resulting in a n ≤ C 1 α . From this we infer that
At this point we recall Lemma 10, and conclude our claim. Thus, there exists a constant C 0 that depends only on p ′ 0 , d 1 , d 2 , Ω and M 13 such that sup τ ≥0
This together with the non-negativity of {u i } i=1,3 finishes the proof of Lemma 13 for u 1 and u 3 .
Remark 3. It is worthwhile to note that in the above proof the only point where we have used the fact that N ≥ 3 is in using (52) from Lemma 7 for p ′ 0 which was less than N +2 2 . In dimensions 1 and 2, there is a chance that p ′ 0 will not satisfy this condition, but according to (53) and (54) from the same lemma, we can still get inequality (69) for any q < +∞. As such, the result remains valid when N = 1, 2, as long as condition (46) is satisfied. Now that we have an initial L p 0 (Ω τ,τ +1 ) bound on u i 0 and u 3 , with i 0 = 1 or i 0 = 2, depending on which index satisfies (46), we continue to explore the interconnections of the solutions. In particular, we show that any uniform in τ L q (Ω τ,τ +1 ) estimate for u 3 can be transferred to u 1 and u 2 . This is, in a sense, a generalisation of [QS07, Lemma 33.3] in which we exploit the uniform L 1 (Ω) bounds.
where C p is a constant that depends only on C p , p, N, Ω, d 1 , d 3 , M ij and u i L p (Ω 0,1 ) i=1,2 .
Proof. The proof follows similar ideas to the proof of Lemma 13. Once again, we choose a function ϕ τ , which is a shift by τ of a C ∞ function such that ϕ(0) = 0, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, and ϕ| [1,∞) ≡ 1. Let ψ θ be the solution to (51), with d = d 1 and θ ∈ L p ′ (Ω τ,τ +2 ), where p ′ is the Hölder conjugate of p. Then, using integration by parts, the fact that ϕ τ (τ ) = 0, ψ θ (τ + 2, x) = 0 and the equations for u 1 and u 3 from (7), we find that
τ Ω ϕ τ (t)u 3 (x, t)θ(x, t)dxdt
τ Ω ϕ τ (t)u 3 (x, t)∆ψ θ (x, t)dxdt = I + II + III.
Using Hölder's inequality, and Lemma 9 we find that
where the constants C depends only on p, d 1 , d 3 , Ω and N. To estimate I we choose q < p such that its Hölder conjugate, q ′ , satisfies
and with the help of Lemma 7 we conclude that
From the above we see that
where we have used the fact that ϕ ′ τ | [τ +1,∞) = 0. Much like the proof of the previous lemma, since 1 < q < p we can find 0 < β < 1 such that the interpolation inequality
is valid. Thus, we find that
with C 1 depending on M 13 , as well as the other parameters of the problem. Combining (75), (76) and (77) we obtain
which implies by duality that
Again, like in the proof of the previous lemma, it is enough to find a bound for the sequence a n = u 1 L p (Ω n,n+1 ) for all n ∈ N ∪ {0} for which a n+1 ≥ a n . Using the fact that ϕ τ | [τ +1,∞) ≡ 1 and the non-negativity of u 1 we see that (78) implies that
If, in addition, a n+1 ≥ a n then since for any 0 < β < 1 and a, b > 0
arises. The proof is thus complete for u 1 , and the exact same considerations show the result for u 2 .
Remark 4. In general, Lemma 14 is not applicable for p = ∞, as our embedding theorems do not always cover this case.
Lemma 15. Assume that condition (46) holds. Then
Moreover, for any 1 ≤ p < ∞, there exists C p > 0, that depends only on the parameters of the problem and not τ , such that
Proof. Using the time cut off function ϕ τ , defined in the Proof of Lemma 13, and the nonnegativity of the solutions, we see that
This implies that ϕ τ (x, t)u 3 (x, t) is a sub-solution to the heat equation
Lemma 13 assures us that there exists C, depending only on the parameters of the problem and not τ , and p 0 > 2 such that
The comparison principle for heat equation assures us that since ϕ τ u 3 is a sub-solution to (82),
From Lemma 7, we conclude that if p 0 < N + 2 then for any η > 0 such that
we have that ψ ∈ L p 1 −η (Ω τ,τ +2 ), and consequently ϕ τ u 3 ∈ L p 1 −η (Ω τ,τ +2 ). It is important to note that the embedding constant is independent of τ . Due to the fact that ϕ τ | [τ +1,∞) ≡ 1 we can conclude that sup τ ≥0
and since u 3 ∈ L ∞ (Ω T ) for any T > 0, we have that
which in turn implies that g ∈ L p 1 −η 2
(Ω τ,τ +2 ) with a uniform in τ bound. Repeating this procedure, we define p k+1 = (N +2) p k 2 N +2−p k when p k < N + 2, and find for any sufficiently small η sup
Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3, since p 0 > N +2 2 , there exists k 0 ∈ N such that p k 0 ≥ N + 2.
If the inequality is strict, then by choosing η > 0 small enough for which p k 0 − η > N + 2, we will find that sup
and the same bound will transfer to u 1 and u 2 , thanks to Lemma 14. This will imply that
> N +2 2 , and according to Lemma 7 we find that
for C independent of τ . As u 3 is continuous in its variables
and (79) is shown. The desired estimates (80) for u 1 and u 2 follow again from Lemma 14.
We are only left to show that we can find p k 0 as above.
we see that the case where p k 0 = N + 2 can come from only one choice of p 0 > N +2 2 . Since all inequalities will remain the same if we replace p 0 with p 0 < p 0 such that p 0 > N +2 2 (as the domain is bounded), choosing p 0 close enough to p 0 such that p 0 > 2(N + 2)p 0 N + 2 + 2p 0 assures us the the sequence we will construct using p 0 will not pass through p 0 and as such the p k 0 we will find from this process will satisfy p k 0 > N +2. The proof is thus complete.
The penultimate component to prove Proposition 2 is the following lemma:
Lemma 16. Assume that condition (46) holds. Then there exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that
Proof. We start by noticing that due to Lemma 15 we can find a constant C p , for any 1 < p < +∞ such that sup τ ≥0
As such, for any t > 0
Next, using the equation for u 4 and the non-negativity of the solutions, we see that
from which, together with Young's inequality, we conclude that for any 1 < q < +∞ and an arbitrary ε ∈ (0, 1)
Applying Lemma 11 with y(t) = u 4 (t) q L q (Ω) and r = ε/q we find that
We obtained the estimate
for any 1 < q < +∞ and ε ∈ (0, 1). Since the interpolation
is valid for any q > 1 6 , we see that
with α = max 1 4q , η < 1. In particular, one can always choose η = 4q − 1 4q + 2 and in the case q = N 2 with N ≥ 3, this translates into
We turn our attention to u 1 and u 2 . We will focus only u 1 , as it and u 2 solve the same type of equation, and as such the desired result, once proven, will also hold for u 2 . We remind ourselves that u 1 solves the equation
and we mimic the steps of Lemma 13. We start by choosing a function ϕ τ , which is a shift by τ of a C ∞ function such that ϕ(0) = 0, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, and ϕ| [1,∞) ≡ 1. Due to the non-negativity of the solutions to (7) we have that
(Ω τ,T ) for any 1 < q < ∞ and 0 ≤ τ < T . Looking at the proof of Lemma 7, which deals with the "regular" heat equation, and noticing that ϕ τ u 1 | t=τ = 0 we find that for any n ∈ N
Moreover, due to (85) we see that
As n ∈ N was arbitrary and
we find that u 1 (t) L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C q 0 ,α,u 4,0 ,u 1,0 ,M 2,4 (1 + t) α .
From which any L q (Ω) bound follows. As α < 1, the proof is completed.
Remark 5. It is worth to mention that while Lemma 16 considered L N 2 (Ω), we have actually managed to prove that for any q > 1, we can find 0 < α < 1 such that u 4 (t) L q (Ω) ≤ C q,α,u 4,0 ,M 2,4 (1 + t) α , and u i (t) L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C α,u 4,0 ,u i,0 ,M 2,4 (1 + t) α , i = 1, 2. Moreover, the dimension N played no role! Collecting all the tools that we have developed, we can finally prove Proposition 2.
Proof of Proposition 2 . This follows from Proposition 3 (where (48) has also been proved), Lemma 15 and Lemma 16.
3.3. Proof of Proposition 1. Looking at the main ingredients we used to prove Proposition 2 (Proposition 3, Lemma 15 and Lemma 16), we notice that there is no real dimension dependency in the proof any of them. The only dimensional dependency may come from condition (46). We also note that the only difference between the conclusions of Proposition 1 and 2 is the L p (Ω) norm estimates -namely (45) and (49). However, it is simple to see that condition (45) in Proposition 1 is an immediate consequence of (44) and the mass conservation. Indeed, for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4},
Thus, choosing γ = ε µ−ε gives the desired estimate. As (44) follows from Proposition 3, we only truly need it and Lemma 15 to conclude Proposition 1.
From the above discussion we conclude that in order to prove Proposition 1 it is enough to show that when N = 1, 2, condition (46) is always satisfied.
Lemma 17. For any ω 1 , ω 2 > 0, there exists a constant p * < 2 such that |ω 1 − ω 2 | ω 1 + ω 2 C mr,p * < 1.
In particular, condition (46) is always satisfied.
Proof. First, we show that C mr,2 ≤ 1.
(88) Indeed, by multiplying (55) with ∆ψ and integrating on Ω τ,T , we find that
where we have used the fact that
which proves (88). It is then obvious that for ω 1 , ω 2 > 0
To conclude our lemma, it will be sufficient to show that C − mr,2 := lim inf η→0 + C mr,2−η ≤ C mr,2 . To see that, we follow the idea in [PSU17, Remark 4]. Let 2 η satisfy
Applying the Riezs-Thorin interpolation theorem (see, for instance, [Lun18, Chapter 2]), we find that C mr,2η ≤ C and therefore C − mr,2 ≤ C mr,2 . We are only left with showing that the above implies that condition (46) is always satisfied. Given any diffusion coefficients, let p ′ 0 be the exponent p * < 2 that we found, which can depend on the coefficients. As
and N +2 2 ≤ 2 when N = 1, 2, the proof is complete.
The interaction between the entropy and the norm bounds: Proof of the main theorems
Until this point we have considered two aspects of our system of equations, (7):
• The entropy of the system, and the functional inequality that governs its dissipation under the flow of our system. • The well-posedness of the solution to the equation, and time dependent estimates on the growth of norms of interest. Using the second point in the above will allow us to show convergence to equilibrium in the entropic sense. However, the entropy itself controls L 1 (Ω)-norm, a fact that will allow us to revisit and improve our norm estimates, which in turn will give better entropic convergence and so on and so forth. This idea of bootstraping ourselves, not only using the equations themselves, but also their interplay with the entropy, is the key to prove our main theorems.
We start with this "entropic control" -which is known as a Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker-type inequality, see [FT17, Lemma 2.3].
Lemma 18. There exists a constant C CKP > 0 such that, for any measurable non-negative functions u = (u i ) i=1,...,4 who satisfy
The Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker inequality will allow us to pass the stretched exponential convergence of the entropy, which is guaranteed due to our estimates, to a stretched exponential convergence to equilibrium for (7) in L 1 (Ω)-norm, and consequently in any L p (Ω) norm.
Proposition 4. Consider the system of equations (7), where Ω ∈ R N , with N ≥ 3, is a bounded domain with smooth boundary. Assume in addition that condition (10) is satisfied. Then for any 1 < p < ∞, there exist C p,{u i,0 } i=1,...,4 , c p > 0 and ε p > 0 such that
The above remains valid when N = 1, 2, without any conditions on the diffusion coefficients.
Proof. When N ≥ 3, using Proposition 2, we conclude that the estimates (47), (48) and (49) are valid for some 0 < α < 1 and µ > 0. Invoking Theorem 5, we find that H(u(t)|u ∞ ) ≤ H(u 0 |u ∞ )e −C(α,ε)(1+t) 1−α−ε for any 0 < ε < 1 − α and some C(α, ε) > 0. Applying the Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker inequality we have that
together with (47), (48) and (90) we have that for any 1 < p < +∞
for any fixed 0 < ε p < 1 − α − ε. This concludes the proof when N ≥ 3. The cases N = 1, 2 follow from Proposition 1, which has no conditions on the diffusion coefficients, and the exact same method.
The above proposition, and the structure of (7), will allow us to boost ourselves even further and obtain a stretched exponential convergence to equilibrium in L ∞ (Ω) norm for u 1 , u 2 and u 3 .
A key observation to achieve this is that
where we used the fact that u 1,∞ u 2,∞ = u 3,∞ u 4,∞ .
Proposition 5. Under the same conditions of Proposition 4 there exist C, c > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that u i (t) − u i,∞ L ∞ (Ω) ≤ Ce −c(1+t) ε 0 for i = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, 3, we denote by S i (t) = e d i ∆t the heat semigroup generated by the operator −d i ∆ with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition. We will use the classical estimate
for all t > 0, (93) which can be found in e.g. [Tay13, Eq. (1.15), page 274]. Denoting by f 1 = −f , defined in (91), we see that
and as such, using Duhamel's formula on [t, t + 1], we see that (1 − s) − N 2p ds .
As for any p > N/2 we have that 1 0 (1 − s) − N 2p ds < +∞ we conclude that choosing p 0 > N 2 yields u 1 (t + 1) − u 1,∞ L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C p 0 ,{u i } i=1,...,4 e −cp 0 (1+t) εp 0 (1 + (2 + t) µ ) ≤ C p 0 ,{u i } i=1,...,4 e −cp 0 (1+t) ε 0 for any 0 < ε 0 < ε p 0 . The same argument is valid for u 2 and u 3 (here we use f and not f 1 ), which concludes the proof of the proposition.
Corollary 1. Under the assumption of Proposition 4 we have that sup t≥0 u i L ∞ (Ω) < +∞, i = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. This follows immediately from (92) (though we already knew this for u 3 ).
Before proving our main theorems we turn our attention to the only missing function: u 4 .
Proposition 6. Under the assumption of Proposition 4 we have that sup t≥0 u 4 (t) L ∞ (Ω) < +∞.
Proof. From Proposition 5 we have
for some fixed constants C, ε 0 > 0. We can find T 1 > 0 large enough such that
for all t ≥ T 1 , for instance
Clearly, for all t ≥ T 1 we have that u 3 (x, t) ≥ 1 2 u 3,∞ , and as such ∂ t u 4 (x, t) + 1 2 u 3,∞ u 4 (x, t) ≤ ∂ t u 4 (x, t) + u 3 (x, t)u 4 (x, t) = u 1 (x, t)u 2 (x, t).
Gronwall's lemma, with λ := 1 2 u 3,∞ , assures us that u 4 (x, t) ≤ e −λ(t−T 1 ) u 4 (T 1 , x) + The proof is complete.
With these tools at hand, we are now ready to prove Theorem 2 and 3.
Proof of Theorems 2 and 3. The existence of a classical global solution and its non-negativity are covered in Propositions 1 and 2. We now turn our attention to the L ∞ (Ω) convergence. Corollary 1 and Proposition 6, together with Theorem 5 yield the exponential entropic convergence H(u(t)|u ∞ ) ≤ Ce −λ 0 t for some C, λ 0 > 0. Using the Csiszár-Kullback-Pinsker inequality (18) again leads to
and consequently, for any 1 < p < ∞
thanks to the uniform in time bounds on L ∞ (Ω) norms of all functions involved. To finally obtain the exponential convergence in L ∞ (Ω) norm for {u i } i=1,2,3 we use similar arguments to Proposition 5. The function f , defined in (91), now has the bound f (t) L p (Ω) ≤ Ce − λ 0 2p t and as such (94) can be replaced with
if we choose p > N 2 . We are only left to deal with u 4 . With f as in (91) we see that ∂ t (u 4 − u 4,∞ ) (x, t) = f (u(x, t)), which we can rewrite as ∂ t (u 4 − u 4,∞ ) (x, t) + u 3,∞ (u 4 (x, t) − u 4,∞ ) = (u 1 (x, t) − u 1,∞ ) u 2 (x, t) +u 1,∞ (u 2 (x, t) − u 2,∞ ) − (u 3 (x, t) − u 3,∞ ) u 4 (x, t)
Integrating the above we find that te −u 3,∞ t λ = u 3,∞ which shows that for any λ 1 < min (λ, u 3,∞ ), we have that u 4 (x, t) − u 4,∞ L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C {u i,0 } i=1,...,3 ,λ 1 e −λ 1 t .
This concludes the proof.
Final Remarks
We feel that our work is just the beginning of further investigation of systems of the form (4) and (7), especially in light of the indirect diffusion effect we've shown, and the important interplay between the entropy of the system and properties of the solutions to it.
There are many additional interesting open problems, which we hope to address in the near future. A few examples are:
• Is it possible to obtain global bounded solutions in dimensions higher than 2 without assuming additional assumption on the diffusion coefficients? A positive answer to this question will potentially extend Theorem 3, and perhaps allow us to consider similar techniques to deal with the more complicated systems (1). • How does the indirect diffusion effect work for more general systems? For example in systems of the form (1) with one or more species without diffusion. We believe that our approach in this paper can be reused once enough estimates on the solutions are available. • Can one obtain an indirect diffusion effect of the form (12) in our setting, where the constant β only depends on quantities that are conserved? While it is interesting, and enlightening, to see how the interaction between the entropic trend to equilibrium and bounds on the solutions lead to showing that (12) is valid for a constant β that depends on the L ∞ (Ω) −norm, finding a direct method to show (12) with the aforementioned β gives hope to extending our results to more complicated systems.
